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1. Aim of the guide
We wanted to create this guide to lower the barrier of entry to these kinds of
programs for life science students. Computational calculations and simulations are of
growing importance in synthetic biology and life sciences in general, yet they can be
quite intimidating for beginners. This is not meant to be the most comprehensive tool
for creating complex programs but rather an easily digestible compilation of
information for beginners and support during their first endeavors in programming.
We hope that this guide encourages more people to utilize computational tools in
general and therefore helps build the skill-set of life science researchers. Although
this is not aimed at experienced users, they can still find this helpful, as we also
learned more about this program by writing this guide.

For this reason, this guide will not cover all possible aspects. More information and
in-depth analysis can be found in the NUPACK user guide.

2. What is NUPACK?
NUPACK is software for the design and analysis of different interactions between
nucleic acids. The software can be used online or it can be installed on your
computer, where you can access more features and more computing power. It can
be used for many applications that need information about the structures, free
energy, and interactions of nucleic acids, such as designing and analyzing aptamers,
toehold switches, and even primers. NUPACK can be immensely useful in



applications that rely on the structure of nucleic acid strands and complexes for their
function.

When using NUPACK, you can analyze the structures of known sequences to
understand the functionality that arises from the structure. You can also study
interactions between different strands to see the most likely binding sites between
strands and the complex structure they form together. The program does this by
calculating the probability of each base-pair formation and then evaluating the most
likely structure. A good thing to remember is that even though nucleic acids are
sometimes said to have a determined structure, they are dynamic molecules that can
occupy several structures at equilibrium. So on top of analyzing the most likely
structures, you can analyze the probability of the structure forming and its free
energy. Many different structures can have similar free energies and therefore can
also have similar probabilities of forming. All of these factors can be analyzed with
the NUPACK program.

The software can also be used to design sequences that occupy a predetermined
structure. By defining the desired structure, the program designs a sequence that is
likely to fold into this structure. Here, the program also uses calculations about
base-pairing probabilities to estimate the structure of the designed sequence. Many
applications, such as aptamers and toehold switches also have parts that have a
pre-defined sequence, such as the ribosome binding site. These can be determined
in the design code so you only get results that have the desired properties.

The design phase creates many sequences and so some of them are more optimal
than others. By combining the design and analysis components of the program, you
can design sequences with pre-determined properties and pick the ones that are
most likely to function as desired. The software automatically gives you the most
likely structure its deviations from the desired structure, but more tools can be
accessed when specifically analyzing these designs. Many rounds of design and
analysis can be done to find the optimal designs and fine-tune the design code.

3. Installing NUPACK source code
While the web server page for NUPACK is easy to use and gives results in no time,
not all can be done using the web server. The NUPACK software package provides
the below features:

● Calculation of the equilibrium concentrations for arbitrary species of
complexes in a dilute solution (e.g., for a test tube of interacting RNA or DNA
strand species).

● Use of partition function and concentration information to calculate equilibrium
base-pairing observables for dilute solutions of interacting strand species.



● Sequence design for one or more strands intended to adopt a pseudo-knotted
target secondary structure at equilibrium.

NUPACK 4 is a C++ library distributed as a Python package. The following Python

packages are required:

● Python 3.6-3.10

● numpy

● scipy

● pandas

The following packages are recommended to facilitate interactive usage:

● matplotlib

● jupyterlab

LINUX INSTALLATION:

The first step is to find the current version of python on your desktop/laptop. The
following command needs to be run:
python3 --version

The next step is to install and update the pip commands:
conda install --update-all pip matplotlib jupyterlab

or

python3 -m pip install -U pip

The next steps are to install the version files for the software. Kindly specify the
folder name where you want the software to be downloaded:

python3 -m pip install -U nupack -f

~/Downloads/nupack-VERSION/package

python3 -m pip install -U nupack -f

~/Downloads/nupack-4.0.0.28.zip



python3 -m pip install -U nupack -f

~/Downloads/nupack-4.0.0.28.zip/package

Switch the folder to downloads or the folder in which the software was downloaded:
cd ~/Downloads/

Unzip the file:
unzip nupack-4.0.0.28.zip

python3 -m pip show nupack

To ease out the work of writing long codes, install the new framework called pytest:
python3 -m pip install -U pytest

python3 -m pytest -v --pyargs nupack

By installing sudo apt, all of your packages will be kept together in Debian Linux
distribution:
sudo apt install python3-pip

Downloading the essential packages( matplotlib and jupyterlab):
python3 -m pip install -U matplotlib jupyterlab

conda install --update-all pip matplotlib jupyterlab

Open jupyterlab on the command prompt:
jupyter lab

WINDOWS INSTALLATION:



The email then received, has the source code for the software.
Based on the specifications of your PC/laptop, select the appropriate extension.

The portal then asks you to put in the username and password. Please note that it is
already provided in the email received earlier.
A zip file will be soon downloaded.
Unzip the file to a specified location on your desktop/PC:



Once downloaded, the prompt appears as below.



Click on Source, and the below options open:

The codes can easily be run on software such as visual code studio.



NUPACK may be installed on Windows 10 using the Windows Subsystem for Linux 2

(WSL2).

1. Click the start menu and search for “Windows Features”. Click on “Turn

Windows features on or off”. Check the “Windows Subsystem for Linux”

icon

2. Download Ubuntu from the Microsoft Store:



3. Open the Ubuntu app and set a username and password:



4. (Optional) Open the properties window and enable copy paste:

5. Install NUPACK as if using Linux using the following commands (type y

when prompted):

mkdir nupack-latest

cd nupack-latest

cp /mnt/c/Users/YOUR-USERNAME/Downloads/nupack-VERSION.zip ./

sudo apt install unzip

unzip nupack-latest.zip

cd ..

wget

https://repo.anaconda.com/miniconda/Miniconda3-latest-Linux-x8

6_64.sh

/bin/bash Miniconda3-latest-Linux-x86_64.sh -b

miniconda3/bin/conda update -n base -c defaults conda

rm Miniconda3-latest-Linux-x86_64.sh



export PATH=$HOME/miniconda3/bin:$PATH

echo 'export PATH=$HOME/miniconda3/bin:$PATH' >> ~/.bashrc

conda install numpy scipy pip matplotlib pandas jupyterlab

pip install -U nupack -f ./nupack-VERSION/package

jupyter lab

Make sure to replace /YOUR-USERNAME/Downloads above with the appropriate

directory and nupack-VERSION with the correct version (e.g., nupack-4.0.0).

6. Use your web browser to open localhost:8888 and use Jupyter Lab to

open an example notebook.

4. Using NUPACK
NUPACK can be used in the web application or as installed on your computer. Both
can be very useful and while installing it has many benefits, we still regularly use the
web application to visualize the designs. Here we give explanations of different
objects and their functions. We also give instructions for implementing these in the
web application as well as in the NUPACK 4.0.0.27 python module. Again, this is a
quick guide and more in-depth explanations can be found in the NUPACK user
guide.

4.1 Some common objects to define

You can specify multiple variables to best suit your application. Here, we look at
some of the common ones and their functions. We'll cover how to define them in
both versions of the program in their respective sections.

Model
Model is the set of conditions that you want to use for designing and analyzing your
sequences. The model object has attributes like material, stacking, temperature, and
concentrations of different ions. You want to set your model conditions to closely

https://docs.nupack.org/start/#example-notebooks


resemble the ones you plan on using your sequences so that they behave as
expected in practice. All of the attributes have their own default values they will be
set to if you don't define them.

The material defines the type of nucleic acid you want to work with. RNA and DNA
have their own characteristics so their calculations need to be different. If you define
your material to be RNA, the program will automatically convert DNA sequences to
RNA and vice versa. The default for this attribute is RNA, so the program assumes
RNA if you don't specify DNA.

Stacking defines whether you want your model to take coaxial and dangle stacking
into account when calculating the structures. They are important stabilizers of the
secondary structures, so we recommend enabling them. This is also the default
setting.

You can also define the temperature used in the calculations. The structures and
their energies can vary in different temperatures. The applications you plan on using
your nucleic acids can vary widely, so make sure to define this to the temperature
you plan on using your constructs. The default value is 37 °C.

Salt concentrations can also have a big impact on the structures and energies of
different strands and complexes. Therefore, you can define the concentrations used
in these calculations. The default value is 1 M of Na+ and 0 M for all other salts. This
is also the only salt concentration permitted for RNA calculations, but for DNA, you
can also define potassium, magnesium, and ammonium concentrations.

Domain
Domains are sets of consecutive nucleotides that are present in one or more
strands. They can have pre-determined sequences or their sequences can be left
unspecified so the program can find their optimal sequences. Domains don't need to
be specified in analysis jobs, but they are crucial for design jobs.

Strand
A strand is a single molecule of RNA or DNA. They can be composed of one or more
domains.

Complex
A complex is formed by two or more strands bound to each other.

Structure
The structure represents the structure that a strand or complex can fold into. In
NUPACK, structures can be represented in three ways: dot-parens-plus, run-length
encoded dot-parens-plus, or DU+ notation.



In dot-parens-plus and run-length encoded dot-parens-plus notations, the dots
represent unpaired nucleotides while parentheses represent paired nucleotides. The
+ sign represents the start of a new strand in the complex. The parenthesis pair up
as in mathematics to represent each pair. In dot-parens-plus notation, each
nucleotide is represented with its own sign. For example, a sequence of
..(((...((((((..+)))))).((((....))))))) represents the following
structure:

In run-length encoded dot-parens-plus notation each nucleotide is not represented,
but rather each dot or parenthesis is followed by a number showing the length of a
continuous run of paired or unpaired nucleotides. DU+ notation works in the same
way, but the paired and unpaired nucleotides are represented with D's and U's
respectively. It also uses parenthesis to represent which nucleotides pair with each
other. The previous structure can also be written with run-length encoded
dot-parens-plus notation as .2(3.3(6.2+)6.(4.4)7 or with DU+ notation as U2
D3 (U3 D6 (U2 + U1) U1 D4 (U4) ).

Ensemble defect
Ensemble describes the average amount of incorrectly paired nucleotides at
equilibrium in regard to the target structure. This is calculated based on the base
binding probabilities and it can also be shown in normalized form.

Constraints



Constraints are used in design jobs. They are used to constrain your design to fill
certain criteria. There are two types of constraints; hard and soft. Hard constraints
cannot be broken if certain criteria are not met, the program won't display as a result.
Soft constraints are used when some characteristics of designs are not ideal, but
they can be tolerated in moderation. The program penalizes the designs if they do
not meet the soft constraints.

4.2. Web application

The NUPACK web app is a good place to start if you're unsure about using the
program or coding in general. Still, we think that the python module is superior to the
web app, so while you most certainly can tip your toes into nucleic acid modeling in
the web app, we'd recommend doing the bulk of your work with the python module or
the other full versions. However, we still use the web app for quick checks and to
visualize the structures of our sequences. Here, we take a quick look into using the
web app.

a) 4.2.1 Web application analysis

Analyzing sequences in the web application is very straightforward. In the web app,
you don't need to specify the model, as you do this by filling in the boxes. You only
need to input the type of your strands, their sequences, and the desired temperature
(which can also be inputted as a gradient).

For analyzing the complexes your strands make, you want to increase the number of
strand species and maximum complex size to the number of strands you want to
input. Then you just input the sequences and their concentrations and click analyze.
Then you arrive at the following screen:





On the top is an example of an analysis job where we inputted two strands with the
same concentrations, and they are very likely to bind together. On the bottom, we
can see the result of the same job where the concentration of strand 2 was higher,
therefore it also is likely to be present as a homodimer and as a free strand. By
clicking the boxes of different complexes we can see their structures:

Here is an example of the strand1-strand2 structure from the above example. You
can see where the shorter strand binds and the probabilities for the bases to occupy
these pairings. Dark red represents a high probability, this can be seen in the long
double-stranded part of the structure. Blue represents weaker interactions, this can
be seen in the left stem-loop, where bases of the stem only have about 35 %
possibility for pairing.

You can also examine the structures of your strands as individuals when you change
the maximum complex size to 1. The results and more in-depth data can be
downloaded, but discussing them is outside of the scope of this guide.



b) 4.2.2 Web application design jobs

As with the analysis jobs, the web app design jobs are pretty straightforward to
execute, but you have to define more variables. All the definitions in the web app can
be separated by a new line.

For the model, you need to define all the attributes separately, for example:
material = rna
temperature[C] = 37.0
sodium[M] = 1.0

You also need to define how many runs the program makes with the keyword
trials. The maximum is 10, if you want to create more designs you need to use
full versions. This is how to define the number of runs to ten:

trials = 10

Domains are specified with the keyword domain, followed by their name and their
sequences, written in degenerate nucleotide codes. Like structures, you can define a
sequence of a domain by writing each nucleotide separately or using run-length
coding. Here are two equal examples of defining a domain:

domain a = GGGNNNNNUUCCC
domain a = G3N5U2C3

Strands and complexes are defined by defining them with domains. Here, you don't
have to define which domains are parts of which strands of the complex. In the web
app, the name of the domain followed by an asterisk is used to represent the reverse
complement of the domain, for example, a* means the reverse complement of the
a-domain. They are defined by the keyword seq, for example:

complex.seq = a a*

You can define the structures of strands and complexes by specifying their name and
their structure after the keyword 'structure', for example:

structure complex = (((...((..(((+)))..))...)))

If you want your domains with undefined sequences to derive their sequence from a
source sequence, you need to define it. This is done with the keyword source, for
example:



source RBS = AGAGGAGA

Then, you need to define which domains derive their sequences from the source. For
example, this is how to define that the b domain derives its sequence from the
source defined earlier:

window rbs_window = b
rbs_window.source = RBS

After this, you're ready to define your constraints. There are multiple options, but
here are some common ones. More can be found in the NUPACK web app demos.

Pattern prevention is a hard constraint that prevents certain continuous sequences.
These are defined with the degenerate nucleotide codes. For example, the following
example prevents subsequences that only have four consecutive A's or six
nucleotide long subsequences that only have G or C:

prevent = AAAA, SSSSSS

Stop conditions are an example of soft constraints. They prevent sequences whose
normalized complex defect is higher than the set value. The standard is 1.0 percent.
For example:

complex.stop = 0.8

After writing your code, you see the target structures in preview pictures at the
bottom of your screen. Once you hit the design button, you arrive at the results page,
which functions similarly to the analysis results page.

4.3 Python module

As we've previously discussed, the python module is far superior in our minds. It
might be tricky to use at first, especially, if you have little experience coding in
python, but it can be used by anyone with knowledge of the basics and a few hours
of coding. Even if you have no experience, we hope that this guide encourages you
to try. We don't cover the basics of coding here, but they are readily available on the
internet and you can use our collection of programs to get ideas and learn ways of
writing code. If you have no experience, we'd recommend taking a quick lesson on
some of the free python guides online, so you can understand the code you're
writing.



One huge advantage of the python module is that it can handle much bigger
amounts of data; more sequences can be inputted and more results can be
generated. For this reason, we recommend inputting sequences as files to make the
job more manageable. Also, important values and parameters of your results can be
outputted as a single file to make data handling easier. For these, we've mostly used
CSV files as inputs and the xlsxwriter module to output the important parameters as
an excel file. Instructions about using these are also outside of the scope of this
guide, but you can find examples of this in the collection of programs at the end of
this guide.

a) 4.3.1 Python module analysis jobs

In the python module, there are much more options when analyzing sequences. One
downside is that you can't visualize your structures in the python module, which is
why we use the Web app to see the structures for ourselves. Now we can take a
look at how to define the objects you need for the program to function properly.
Defining the objects follows standard python syntax.

When defining the model, you first define its name and then define all the attributes
that deviate from the default values. You can also define attributes to their standard
values to make it easier to know which model you are using. For example:

model1 = Model(material='rna', celsius=23)

Note that your model has to be defined even if you want to use default attribute
values, this is done by defining the model without any values.

In the python module, sequences are strings so you can define sequences as string
objects. This is immensely useful for example when taking subsequences from a
bigger sequence in a loop.

When defining strands, you define their sequence and optionally their name. Here
are two examples of how to define equal strands:

seq = 'AACCGGUU'

Strand1= Strand ('AACCGGUU, name = 'Strand1')
Strand1 = Strand (seq, name = 'Strand1')

When defining complexes, you need to define the strands that are part of it and
optionally their name. The free energies of complexes can also be adjusted to more
closely resemble the environment of your final use, for example, if a bound protein
has a stabilizing effect. This is done with the keyword bonus. Negative values
stabilize the structure, while positive values destabilize it. For example:



c1 = Complex ([Strand1, Strand1], name = 'c1', bonus = -5.0)

Note that in any specifications that expect complex objects, complexes can be
defined as their own objects or as a set of strands, for example
exclude[c1] is equal to exclude[[Strand1,Strand1]].

A test tube is a simulation, where set concentrations of defined strands are present.
In these tubes, you can calculate the concentrations of each complex and their
energies in the specified model. You can also use the keywords exclude and
'include' to restrict the formation of certain complexes or to narrow the scope of the
simulation to specific complexes. With the keyword max_size you can specify the
program to automatically generate all complexes up to a specified number of
strands. For example:

t1 = Tube ( strands = {Strand1: 1e-8}, complexes = SetSpex
(max_size = 2, include [[strand1, strand2]], exclude []),
name='t1')

Analysis can be run with the tube_analysis command, to which you need to give
tubes and a model as the arguments. Multiple tubes can be analyzed at the same
time. The command returns an AnalysisResult that can be viewed as a table in
Jupyter notebook by calling the object, for example:

tube_results = tube_analysis (tubes=[t1], model=model1)

tube_results

Calling the created object prints a table which reveals each complex's partition
function, complex free energy, and concentration. You can also print or save a
textual display, for example:

print(tube_results)
tube_results.save_text('tube_result.txt')

Optionally, additional calculations can be done for base-pairing probabilities. They
are specified after the keyword compute and they have different options for
calculations, specified after the keyword options. For example:

model1 = Model()
tube_results2 = tube_analysis(tubes=[t1], model=model1,

compute=['pairs', 'mfe', 'sample', 'ensemble_size'],
options={'num_sample': 100})



The different calculations are:

pfunc to calculate the partition function. This is done by default.

pairs to calculate the matrix of equilibrium base probabilities. This also has two
options. sparsity_fraction: f to return a sparse matrix containing the fraction f
of the largest pair probabilities for each base. The default value for f is 1, which
returns the full matrix. sparsity_threshold: t returns a sparse matrix
containing only the pair probabilities greater or equal to t. The default is 0, which
returns the full probability matrix.

sample to calculate a set of Boltzmann-sampled structures from the ensemble. This
has the option num_sample: n, which specifies the number of sample structures to
be calculated. The default value for n is 1.

mfe to calculate the MFE proxy structure, the free energy of the MFE structure, and
the MFE stacking state. If there is more than one MFE stacking state, all of the
corresponding MFE secondary structures, their free energies, and their MFE
stacking state energy are returned.

subopt to calculate the set of suboptimal proxy structures with free energies within
a specified free energy gap from the MFE structure. The algorithm returns the
structures, which have a stacking state with energies within this gap. subopt_gap:
g can be used to specify this gap in kcal/mol. The default value of g is 0.

ensemble_size to calculate the number of secondary structures.

The results from these can be viewed the same way as in the example before, but
the pair probability table and the sample structures are too big to be displayed in the
notebook, but they can be accessed with additional programming. This is also how
you can get more information and take the important variables you need. We get into
this a bit later.

Complex analysis jobs can also be done, but we recommend running tube analysis
jobs, as they allow all different complexes to form. This is also the suggestion of the
NUPACK user guide for design jobs, so we won't get into how to do it. Again, more
information on this can be found in the full guide.

Individual complexes from ensembles can also be analyzed. This is one way to get
information out of the program. The 'AnalysisResult' objects can be indexed with
the complex variable or by their names. For example:



c1_result = tube_results2[c1] or c1_result =
tube_results2['c1']

Each 'ComplexResult' object can be analyzed with the following keywords:

'pfunc' to return the partition function. This is held as  'decimal.Decimal' object
and can be converted to a 'float' object via 'float(pf)'.

'free_energy' to return the complex free energy in kcal/mol, held as a 'float'.

'pairs' to return the matrix of equilibrium base probabilities. This is held as a
'PairsMatrix' object and it can be converted to numpy by the method
'.to_array()'.

'sample' to return a list of Boltzmann-sampled structures.

'mfe' to calculate a list of MFE proxy structures. Each contains the fields
'.structure', '.energy', and '.stack_energy' which correspond to the options
of the tube results.

'subopt' to return a list of suboptimal proxy structures. Again, each contains the
fields '.structure', '.energy', and '.stack_energy' which correspond to the
options of the tube results.

'ensemble_size' to return the number of secondary structures (if using a
non-stacking model) or the number of stacking states (if using a stacking model).

'model' to return the model used in the calculations.

For example:

print (c1_result.free_energy)
print (c1_result.pfunc)
print (c1_result.sample)
print (c1_result.mfe[0].structure)
print (c1_result.pairs)

The pair probabilities can also be displayed in the notebook by converting the matrix
to a numpy array:

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

plt.imshow(tube_results2[c1].pairs.to_array())



plt.xlabel('Base index')
plt.ylabel('Base index')
plt.title('Pair probabilities for complex c')
plt.colorbar()
plt.clim(0, 1)

This figure can optionally be saved as a PDF:

plt.savefig('my-figure.pdf')

The expected number of incorrectly paired nucleotides in equilibrium can be
calculated using by iterating through the '.items()' of the
'tube_result.complexes' object, which is a python dictionary. For example:

import numpy as np

for my_complex, complex_result in
tube_results2.complexes.items():

P = complex_result.pairs.to_array()
s = 'Expected number of unpaired nucleotides at

equilibrium in complex %s = %.2f'
print(s % (my_complex.name, np.diagonal(P).sum()))

You can iterate through a TubeResult object to get each complex' concentration
(via complex-concentrations) and a square matrix of the tube's ensemble pair
fractions (via ensemble_pair_fractions). This is not accessible if the option
pairs was not specified for the tube_analysis job.

In addition to the analysis job options, utilities jobs can be performed to
predetermined sequences. These are mostly the same as the analysis job options,
but there are a few beneficial ones. Keep in mind that these function as complex
ensembles, not as tube ensembles.

defect evaluates the normalized complex ensemble defect with respect to the
structure specified using the keyword 'structure'.

seq_distance calculates the number of non-intersecting nucleotide codes in two
different sequences (sequence distance).

structure_distance calculates the number of nucleotides in a different
base-pairing state in two structures of the same length (structure distance).

For example:



seq1 = 'AAAGGG'
seq2 = 'CCCUUU'

strand1 = Strand (seq1, name = 'Strand1')
strand2 = Strand (seq2, name = 'Strand2')

struc = '((((((+))))))'
struc2 = '((((((((+))))))))'

print (defect(strands=[strand1, strand2], structure = struc,
model = model1))
print (seq_distance(seq1, seq2))
print (struc_distance(c1_result.mfe[0].structure, struc2))

b) 4.3.2 Python module design jobs

Design jobs in the python module work similarly to the analysis jobs, and objects are
defined the same way. There are still some additional things to define when
designing the sequences, which we'll cover in this section. Just like in the analysis
part, we recommend using tube assemblies in contrast to complex assemblies. It is
highly beneficial to integrate the analysis functionalities into the design program, so
you can readily have the information of the sequences you created.

Here, it's again important to define the model like in the analysis jobs.

As we've covered previously, domains' sequences can be pre-determined, or they
can be left for the program to design. They are defined with degenerate nucleotide
codes, for example:

a = Domain ('AAUU', name = 'a')
b = Domain('N11', name = 'b')
c = Domain('N25', name='c')
e = Domain('GGACUUUAGAACAGAGGAGAUAAAGAUG', name='e')
d = Domain ('RRSUADD', name = 'd')
f = Domain('N12', name='f')
g = Domain ('N9', name = 'g')
i = Domain('AACCUGGCGGCAGCGCAAAAG', name= 'i')

Target strands are strands that the program designs from the defined domains. Here,
it's important to note that the domain's reverse complement sequence is noted with
~, rather than * in the web app.



S = TargetStrand([~c, ~b, e, f, i], name='Strand S')
T = TargetStrand([b, c],   name='Strand T')

Target complexes are formed by strands. They can be on- or off-target complexes.
They are defined by the strands that they are comprised of, their target structures
(for on-target strands), and their names. For example:

S1 = TargetComplex([S],
'.........................(((((((((((...(((((............)))))
...)))))))))))......................', name= 'S1')
T1 = TargetComplex([T],
'....................................', name= 'T1')
C1 = TargetComplex([T, S],
'((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((+))))))))))))))))))))))))
))))))))))))...(((((............))))).........................
...........', name='C1')

A target tube is a set of strands that are able to interact with each other. They can
form on- and off-target complexes. Target tubes are defined by the complexes, their
concentrations (M), and their name. On-target complexes are defined with the
keyword on_targets while off-target complexes are defined with the keyword
off_targets. Off-targets can be using SetSpec and defining the maximum
number of strands in the complexes (default is 1), as well as previously determined
complexes that are shown with the keywords include and exclude. For example:

t1 = TargetTube(on_targets={C1: 1e-8, T1: 1e-8, S1: 1e-8},
off_targets = SetSpec(max_size = 2, include= [C1], exclude
=[]), name='t1')

There are multiple possible hard constraints that can be added to the design.

Match forces equal-length concatenations of one or more domains to be identical. It
is specified by specifying the strands or lists of domains that need to be identical. For
example:

match1 = Match(T, [c,b])

Complementarity forces one series of domains to be the reverse complement of
another list of domains (or a strand). It is specified similarly to the match constraint,
for example:

comp = Complementarity (T, ([~c,~b])



Similarity forces one series of domains to match a reference sequence of the same
length within a specified fractional range. It is specified with a series of domains (or a
strand), a reference sequence, and a fractional range. The fractional range tells how
big a fraction of the strand has to be similar to the reference sequence. For example,
a constraint of 45-60 % GC content is defined as follows:

sim_S = Similarity(S, 'S97', limits= [0.45, 0.55])

Window constraint forces a concatenation of domains to have a sequence that is a
subsequence of a specified sequence. It is specified by defining the source
sequence, specifying the target strand or a concatenation of domains, and a list of
sources that the sequence is drawn from. Each window can have multiple different
sources, where the sequence is drawn from any of the source sequences. For
example:

source_seq =
'GATGCTAGCCGCTTTGACCAACACGTGTCAGAGCAGGCGCTTAAGTGGGAACACGGGATAT
ACAATGG'
window1 = Window(T, sources=[source_seq])

A good thing to note here is that, at least from our experience, the window hard
constraint does not try to design the strands for all possible subsequences of the
source sequence, but instead uses one from a small set of subsequences in all
parallel trials. If you wish to create designs for all possible subsequences of the
source sequence, we'd recommend running the program in a loop, where you iterate
through the source sequence. For this, every design also round has to be run in the
loop, which actually made the program execution quicker, because there was less
parallel work for our computers to perform. An example of this method can be found
in our collection of programs.

Library constraint forces a series of domains to draw their sequences from a
concatenated list of libraries, each containing alternative sequences of equal lengths.
First, you have to define the equal libraries and then you can specify the constraint
with the list of domains or a strand and a list of domains. For example, you can
specify that a strand is composed only of codons coding glycine, valine or serine:

aaG = ['GGU', 'GGC', 'GGA', 'GGG']
aaV = ['GUU', 'GUC', 'GUA', 'GUG']
aaS = ['UCU', 'UCC', 'UCA', 'UCG', 'AGU', 'AGC']

lib = Library ([g], [aaG, aaV, aaS])



Pattern prevention hard constraint prevents the design if a specified pattern is
appearing in the sequence. It can be applied globally or just for a concatenated list of
domains (or a strand). It is defined by specifying the list of patterns to be prevented,
and the scope where it applies. For example:

pattern = Pattern(['A4', 'U4', 'C4', 'G4'], scope=[f])

Diversity constraint works similarly to pattern prevention. The NUPACK user guide
recommends using diversity constraints over pattern prevention. Diversity forces
every subsequence of specified length to contain a specified amount of diversity. It
can be applied globally or just for a concatenation of domains. It can be defined by
specifying the subsequence length in nucleotides, the minimum number of
nucleotides in that subsequence and the scope to which it applies (the default is
global). For example, the following constraint is equal to the previous pattern
prevention:

div = Diversity(word= 4, types= 2, scope= [f])

In addition to hard constraints, soft constraints can also be specified. They don't
prevent or force certain designs to form, but they penalize the design if the constraint
is broken.

Similarity and pattern prevention soft constraint works mostly the same way that the
hard constraint, but you can also optionally specify the weight (∈[0,∞)) that is used
to prioritize or de-prioritize certain designs. For example:

sim_S2 = Similarity(S, 'S97', limits= [0.45, 0.55], weight=
0.25)
pattern2 = Pattern(['A4', 'U4', 'C4', 'G4'], scope=[f],
weight= 0.5)

Sequence symmetry constraint penalizes a design, if a subsequence of a specified
word length appears in more than one location, if its reverse complement appears
elsewhere in a location that is not intended to form a duplex with the word, or if the
word is self-complementary. It's specified with the word length, an optional list of
o-target complexes, where the constraint applies (the default is global), and an
optional weight. For example:

ssm = SSM (word= 4, scope=[C1], weight= 0.2)

Energy match constraint penalizes a set of duplexes if their structure free energies
deviate from the median value. Alternatively, it can penalize the set if its energies
deviate from a specified value. It is specified with a list of domains it applies to (each



domain forming a duplex with its reverse complement), an optional reference free
energy (in kcal/mol), and an optional weight. For example:

diff = EnergyMatch([f], energy_ref = -17, weight= 0.1)

Defect weights can be specified to prioritize certain parts of the design effort at the
tube, complex, strand or domain levels. A 'Weights' object is created for the set
of 'Targettube' objects. Weights are initialized to 1, but they can be set to take
any positive value. Weights are defined for each of the levels in the following order:
'Domain', 'TargetStrand', 'TargetComplex', 'TargetTube'. Each
definition makes the weight more specific. For example, here are ways to set the
defect weights for a domain globally, for a domain in a certain complex or a strand in
a tube:

my_tubes = [t1]
weights = Weights (my_tubes)

weights[c]
weights[c, :, S1]
weights[:, T, :, t1]

The weights object can be viewed in the notebook as a table or a textual
representation. Here is an example of both:

weights
print (weights)

Job options allow for customization of the design job to fit your requirements. There
are multiple options (supplementary information Wolfe et. al., 2017 for details), but
there are a few that we consider especially helpful. Other options are useful as well
but fall outside of the scope of this guide.

Wobble mutations is an option that allows for the program to use wobble pairs (GU)
when considering structures. The default value is false, which doesn't allow for these
considerations but it can be allowed. For example:

options = DesignOptions(wobble_mutations= True)

When included in the options list in the 'tube_design' class object, it allows the
wobble mutations to appear globally. Alternatively, it can be allowed for specific
concatenations of domains when defining the complementarity hard constraint. For
example:



comp2 = Complementarity ( [b, c], [~c, ~b], wobble_mutations=
True)

Multiple tubes can be run in the same program (multi-tube ensemble). For every tube
design job, the list of tubes has to be specified. The design program can be specified
with the class 'tube_design'. This class also accepts hard and soft constraints
and specific job options. For example:

my_design = tube_design(tubes=my_tubes,
hard_constraints=[window1], soft_constraints=[],
defect_weights=None, options=None, model=my_model)

Design trials can be run either in the foreground with the command 'run()' or in the
background with the command 'launch()'. For each, you have to define the
number of trials, which tells how many parallel independent trials the program
performs. If you're running the trials in the foreground, only the final results can be
seen, whereas intermediate results can be seen when running in the background.
Running in the foreground is simple, and you can save the results into a variable.

results = my_design.run(trials=10)

Running in the background requires specifying the directory where the intermediate
results are stored as well as the interval between every checkpoint. For example:

my_jobs = my_design.launch(trials=2,
checkpoint='my_checkpoints', interval=600)

Current results in the latest checkpoint can be examined using the
'current_resuts()' method.

my_current_results = my_jobs.current_results()

As both 'run()' and '.launch()' produce lists consisting of DesingResult objects,
each individual object can be examined by indexing it. DesignResult objects can
easily be visualized as a results table by calling them. For example:

results[0]

Any 'DesignResult' object can also be viewed as a textual display by printing
them. For example:

print(results[0])



However, when handling bigger data sets, it's useful to pick the parts of the results
you're most interested in. We'd recommend integrating analysis functionalities into
your design code, so you can get the relevant information about your designs
outputted easily. A 'DesignResult' object allows programmatic access in several
ways.

Entire tubes can be analyzed with analysis jobs with the 'to.analysis()' method.
Also, single strands or domains can be retrieved from the result list. For example:

t1_result = my_results[0].to_analysis(t1)
strand_S = my_results[0].to_analysis(S)

Note: Strand_S is a 'Strand' class object, but if you're interested in its sequence,
you can access it by converting it to a string object, which is shown in the next
example.

After this, you can perform regular analysis functionalities for the object. For large
data sets, it's useful to use loops for example to iterate through the results and
retrieve the relevant data for analysis. Here's an example of how to get a list of
tuples that contain the sequence of a designed strand and its normalised ensemble
defect:

defects = []
for item in my_results:

seq = item.to_analysis(S)
defect = defect(strands=[seq], structure =

'.........................(((((((((((...(((((............)))))
...)))))))))))......................', model=my_model)

tup = (str(seq), defect)
defects.append(tup)

As discussed previously, if you're aiming to design strands based on multiple
reference strands or if your program produces large sets of results, it's useful to take
the most relevant data out of the program rather than analyzing the results in the
jupyter notebook. For these, we've found that CSV input and Excel output (with the
xlswriter module) work fine for our needs. There are of course other ways of doing
these, and we won't cover them here. You can find examples in our compilation of
different programs as well as from the internet.

In this guide, we've covered what we feel are the most important things to have on
hand when using the NUPACK program for the first time. As this guide is not aimed
at very experienced users, we haven't covered everything. All the functionalities and
more in-depth analysis can be found in the NUPACK user guide.



5. Compilation of different programs

Design and generation of novel toeholds and aptamers

Team Aboa 2022 NUPACK Codes
https://gitlab.igem.org/2022/software-tools/aboa/-/tree/main/NUPACK%20cod
e%20files

Programs by Previous iGEM teams

1. MAWS (Making Aptamer WIthout SELEX)
https://github.com/igemsoftware/Heidelberg_15
https://2015.igem.org/Team:Heidelberg/Software

2. MPDR
https://github.com/NKalavros/mdpr-full
https://2019.igem.org/Team:Athens/Software

3. Toehold Tools
https://thtools.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://2021.igem.org/Team:City_of_London_UK/Software

4. Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN)
https://2019.igem.org/Team:MADRID_UCM/aptamer-folding.html
https://github.com/igemsoftware2019/MADRID_UCM

5. A single strand DNA 3-D Structure Prediction Tool
https://2016.igem.org/Team:INSA-Lyon/Software

6. Toehold Designer
https://2017.igem.org/Team:EPFL/Software

7. Software Manual on iGEM Thessaloniki’s Nupack
https://static.igem.org/mediawiki/2021/b/bc/T--Thessaloniki--Software_Nupack
_Manual.pdf

8. Carpincho Toehold Designer
https://github.com/igemsoftware2021/CarpinchoToeholdDesigner

https://gitlab.igem.org/2022/software-tools/aboa/-/tree/main/NUPACK%20code%20files
https://gitlab.igem.org/2022/software-tools/aboa/-/tree/main/NUPACK%20code%20files
https://github.com/igemsoftware/Heidelberg_15
https://2015.igem.org/Team:Heidelberg/Software
https://github.com/NKalavros/mdpr-full
https://2019.igem.org/Team:Athens/Software
https://thtools.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://2021.igem.org/Team:City_of_London_UK/Software
https://2019.igem.org/Team:MADRID_UCM/aptamer-folding.html
https://github.com/igemsoftware2019/MADRID_UCM
https://2016.igem.org/Team:INSA-Lyon/Software
https://2017.igem.org/Team:EPFL/Software
https://static.igem.org/mediawiki/2021/b/bc/T--Thessaloniki--Software_Nupack_Manual.pdf
https://static.igem.org/mediawiki/2021/b/bc/T--Thessaloniki--Software_Nupack_Manual.pdf
https://github.com/igemsoftware2021/CarpinchoToeholdDesigner


9. https://github.com/igemsoftware2019/Team_Rice_Software
https://2019.igem.org/Team:Rice/Software

10.Toeholder
https://2019.igem.org/Team:ULaval/Software
https://toeholder.ibis.ulaval.ca/

11. Design your Toehold Switch
https://2017.igem.org/Team:Hong_Kong-CUHK/Software
https://yiplab.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/toehold/

12.E2E DNA
https://github.com/siminegroup/E2EDNA2
https://github.com/InfluenceFunctional/E2EDNA

13.https://puriney.scienceblog.com/2012/09/09/designing-and-using-rna-scaffolds
-to-assemble-proteins-in-vivo/

6. Other Bio-Design Tools
MATLAB:
Simbiology http://www.mathworks.co.uk/products/simbiology/
OptCom http://maranas.che.psu.edu/software.htm
Genetic Engineering of Cells (GEC)
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/gec/
Cell designer http://www.celldesigner.org/
ProMoT http://www.mpi-magdeburg.mpg.de/projects/promot/
GenoCAD http://www.genocad.org/
Operon calculator
https://salis.psu.edu/software/OperonCalculator_EvaluateMode
Biopart design
Rosetta http://maranas.che.psu.edu/software.htm
Cadnano. http://cadnano.org/
RNA Designerhttp://www.rnasoft.ca/cgi-bin/RNAsoft/RNAdesigner
UNAfold http://mfold.rna.albany.edu/
RBS Calculator https://salis.psu.edu/software
RBS Designerhttp://rbs.kaist.ac.kr
UTR designer http://sbi.postech.ac.kr/utr_designer
Miscellaneous
R2oDNA Designer http://r2odna.com/
SBOL http://www.sbolstandard.org/
SBOLv http://www.sbolstandard.org/visual

https://github.com/igemsoftware2019/Team_Rice_Software
https://2019.igem.org/Team:Rice/Software
https://2019.igem.org/Team:ULaval/Software
https://toeholder.ibis.ulaval.ca/
https://2017.igem.org/Team:Hong_Kong-CUHK/Software
https://yiplab.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/toehold/
https://github.com/siminegroup/E2EDNA2
https://github.com/InfluenceFunctional/E2EDNA
https://puriney.scienceblog.com/2012/09/09/designing-and-using-rna-scaffolds-to-assemble-proteins-in-vivo/
https://puriney.scienceblog.com/2012/09/09/designing-and-using-rna-scaffolds-to-assemble-proteins-in-vivo/
http://www.mathworks.co.uk/products/simbiology/
http://maranas.che.psu.edu/software.htm
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/gec/
http://www.celldesigner.org/
http://www.mpi-magdeburg.mpg.de/projects/promot/
http://www.genocad.org/
https://salis.psu.edu/software/OperonCalculator_EvaluateMode
http://maranas.che.psu.edu/software.htm
http://cadnano.org/
http://www.rnasoft.ca/cgi-bin/RNAsoft/RNAdesigner
http://mfold.rna.albany.edu/
https://salis.psu.edu/software
http://rbs.kaist.ac.kr
http://sbi.postech.ac.kr/utr_designer
http://r2odna.com/
http://www.sbolstandard.org/
http://www.sbolstandard.org/visual
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